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Pdf free Good masters sweet
ladies voices from a medieval
village laura amy schlitz
(Read Only)
the reissue of joseph and frances gies s classic bestseller
on life in medieval villages this new reissue of life in a
medieval village by respected historians joseph and frances
gies paints a lively convincing portrait of rural people at
work and at play in the middle ages focusing on the village
of elton in the english east midlands the gieses detail the
agricultural advances that made communal living possible
explain what domestic life was like for serf and lord alike
and describe the central role of the church in maintaining
social harmony though the main focus is on elton c 1300 the
gieses supply enlightening historical context on the origin
development and decline of the european village itself an
invention of the middle ages meticulously researched life in
a medieval village is a remarkable account that illustrates
the captivating world of the middle ages and demonstrates
what it was like to live during a fascinating and often
misunderstood era explains what life was like for the various
occupants in a medieval village step back to an english
village in 1255 where life plays out in dramatic vignettes
illuminating twenty two unforgettable characters winner of
the newbery medal maidens monks and millers sons in these
pages readers will meet them all there s hugo the lord s
nephew forced to prove his manhood by hunting a wild boar
sharp tongued nelly who supports her family by selling live
eels and the peasant s daughter mogg who gets a clever lesson
in how to save a cow from a greedy landlord there s also mud
slinging barbary and her noble victim jack the compassionate
half wit alice the singing shepherdess and many more with a
deep appreciation for the period and a grand affection for
both characters and audience laura amy schlitz creates twenty
two riveting portraits and linguistic gems equally suited to
silent reading or performance illustrated with pen and ink
drawings by robert byrd inspired by the munich nuremberg
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manuscript an illuminated poem from thirteenth century
germany this witty historically accurate and utterly human
collection forms an exquisite bridge to the people and places
of medieval england each page contains pieces which children
can cut out and glue to create a medieval village complete
with an inn medieval houses and a village fair as well as the
inhabitants including the lord of the manor innkeeper and
pedlars history lessons on life in a medieval village some
particular books i found useful for a game of thrones and its
sequels deserve mention life in a medieval castle and life in
a medieval city both by joseph and frances gies george r r
martin author of the series a song of ice and fire medieval
history comes alive in joseph and frances gies s life in a
medieval castle used as a research resource by george r r
martin in creating the world of a game of thrones newly
reissued for the first time in decades life in a medieval
castle is the bestselling classic that has introduced
countless readers to the wonders of the middle ages focusing
on a castle called chepstow on the border between england and
wales acclaimed medievalists joseph and frances gies offer an
exquisite portrait of what day to day life was actually like
during the era and of the key role the castle played the
gieses write eloquently about the many people whose lives
revolved around the castle from the lord and lady to the
commoners of the surrounding village we discover what lords
and serfs alike would have worn eaten and done for leisure
the songs sung and the codes of sexual conduct that
maintained order we learn of the essential role of honor in
medieval culture the initiation process undertaken by knights
and how castles attempted to keep the constant threats of
outside violence at bay exhaustively researched and as
engaging as any novel life in a medieval castle is the
definitive text for anyone wishing to learn more about this
fascinating era daily life in medieval times is a fully
illustrated edition of the classic and popular books of
history and anthropology by frances and joseph gies life in a
medieval castle life in a medieval city and life in a
medieval village this book takes readers into the fascinating
world of medieval life through historic pictures period
illustrations and detailed text that describes everything
from castle storming techniques to villagers hair styles
three real medieval places a castle in chepstow on the welsh
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border the city of troyes in the country of champagne and the
village of elton in the english east midlands are the jumping
off point for this thorough exploration of 13th and 14th
century life in europe the authors use recent archeloogical
discoveries and historic and contemporary documents in
conjunction with diagrams and dramatic photographs to give
readers a full understanding of what it was truly like to
live 700 years ago starting with a brief outline of the
different types of church buildings in europe from early
romanesque to late gothic this volume describes 15 types of
furniture used inside the church the book is divided into
sections by parts of the church such as the altar tabernacle
pulpit screens fonts statues and the organ kroesen and
steensma both institute for liturgical research u of
groningen employ text and a generous number of color
photographs to illuminate life and faith during the middle
ages text is in dutch and english distributed by the david
brown book company annotation 2004 book news inc portland or
booknews com sixteen essays reviewing settlement patterns in
england wales and scotland edited by della hooke
illustrations depicting everyday life in the middle ages are
accompanied by brief text pictures and text recreate the
daily life of an imaginary medieval village in england the
authors allow medieval man and woman to speak for themselves
through selections from past journals songs even account
books time the authors allow medieval man and woman to speak
for themselves through selections from past journals songs
even account books time the gieses succeed in making a remote
and unfamiliar world accessible kirkus reviews summary a
drawing of a typical medieval village photographs of
buildings dating from the era and diagrams of the crop
rotation system this is a new release of the original 1925
edition the middle ages saw the rise of feudalism in the
european countryside when most people spent their lives
working the land to feed the growing population across the
continent read about how peasants lived and worked in the
medieval village the varied character of britain s
countryside provides communities with a strong sense of local
identity one of the most significant features of the
landscape in southern britain is the way that its character
differs from region to region with compact villages in the
midlands contrasting with the sprawling hamlets of east
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anglia and isolated farmsteads of devon even more remarkable
is the very english feel of the landscape in southern
pembrokeshire in the far south west of wales hoskins
described the english landscape as the richest historical
record we possess and in this volume stephen rippon explores
the origins of regional variations in landscape character
arguing that while some landscapes date back to the centuries
either side of the norman conquest other areas across
southern britain underwent a profound change around the 8th
century ad great medieval projects you can build yourself
brings the middle ages in europe alive through hands on
activities for kids ages 9 12 addressing various aspects of
medieval life this book provides historically accurate
details of the period leading up to the renaissance from
monastic life to castle living villages to towns each section
offers a glimpse into the daily existence of the people who
lived in medieval europe sidebars and fun trivia break up the
text readers will expand their knowledge of this era beyond
knights fair maidens and castles as they learn about siege
warfare life in a medieval village medieval clothing markets
and fairs the plague medieval medicine and the crusades we
consider the middle ages barbaric yet the period furnished
some of our most enduring icons including king arthur s round
table knights in shining armor and the idealized noblewoman
in this vivid history of the time the medieval world comes to
life in all its rich daily experience find out what people s
beds were like how often they washed what they wore what they
cooked how they worked how they entertained themselves how
they wed and what life was like in a medieval village castle
or monastery contemporary artworks and documents further
illuminate this fascinating historical era a year in the life
of a peasant woman in medieval england is vividly evoked in
this extraordinary portrait of marion a carpenter s wife and
her extended family based on years of research ann baer
brings to life the reality of a world that has been lost
rising before dawn in a tiny village to a day of gruelling
hard work marion and her husband face the daily struggle for
survival starvation is never far away and travel to the next
village is virtually unheard of existing without soap paper
or glass and with only the most basic of tools sickness fire
and natural disaster ever threaten to engulf the small
tightly knit community at the mercy of the weather and the
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lord of the manor each equally unpredictable and inescapable
marion s life is burdensome but also displays an admirable
dignity and fortitude in the face of adversity the little
village is at one with the natural world around it and each
member has a role to play and a place in the hierarchy simple
people living unrecorded lives in remote villages not on the
way to anywhere are brought back into focus in medieval woman
ann baer defines and celebrates the woman at the heart of the
community this is a unique approach to history compressing
decades of in depth research on the middle ages into one
single immersive compelling narrative recreates the life of
the rich and poor family the housewife businessman doctor
scholar clergy artist and writer of the middle ages with
insights into many customs and traditions of the period an
introduction to the life of towns and cities in the medieval
period this book shows how medieval towns grew to become
important centers of trade and liberty beginning with a look
at the roman empire s urban legacy the author delves into
urban planning or lack thereof the urban way of life the
church in the city city government urban crafts and urban
trade health wealth and welfare and the city in history
annotated primary documents like domesday book sketches of
street life and descriptions of fairs and markets bring the
period to life and extended biographical sketches of towns
regions and city dwellers provide readers with valuable
detail in addition 26 maps and illustrations an annotated
bibliography glossary and index round out the work after a
long decline in urban life following the fall of the roman
empire towns became centers of trade and of liberty during
the medieval period here the author describes how as europe
stabilized after centuries of strife commerce and the
commercial class grew and urban areas became an important
source of revenue into royal coffers towns enjoyed various
levels of autonomy and always provided goods and services
unavailable in rural areas hazards abounded in towns though
disease fire crime and other hazards raised mortality rates
in urban environs designed as an introduction to life of
towns and cities in the medieval period eminent historian
norman pounds brings to life the many pleasures rewards and
dangers city dwellers sought and avoided beginning with a
look at the roman empire s urban legacy pounds delves into
urban planning or lack thereof the urban way of life the
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church in the city city government urban crafts and urban
trade health wealth and welfare and the city in history
annotated primary documents like domesday book sketches of
street life and descriptions of fairs and markets bring the
period to life and extended biographical sketches of towns
regions and city dwellers provide readers with valuable
detail in addition 26 maps and illustrations an annotated
bibliography glossary and index round out the work an
illuminating look at the monumental inventions of the middle
ages by the authors of life in a medieval castle a
magisterial history of the origins reality and legend of the
knight born out of the chaos of the early middle ages the
armored and highly mobile knight revolutionized warfare and
quickly became a mythic figure in history from the knights
templars and english knighthood to the crusades and chivalry
the knight in history by acclaimed medievalist frances gies
bestselling coauthor of life in a medieval castle paints a
remarkable true picture of knighthood exploring the knight s
earliest appearance as an agent of lawless violence his
reemergence as a dynamic social entity his eventual
disappearance from the european stage and his transformation
into western culture s most iconic hero at just 132 hectares
325 acres the parish of caldecote is one of the smallest
parishes in hertfordshire today the settlement comprises the
manor house until recently surrounded by a range of
traditional farm buildings together with six labourer s
cottages and the church to the north lies the site of the old
rectory and the earthworks of a medieval settlement in 1973
the department of environment and the deserted medieval
village research group arranged a rescue excavation to
examine the earthworks of the medieval village before they
were levelled and ploughed five crofts the old rectory site
and much of the moated enclosure were investigated in one of
the largest excavations ever conducted on a later medieval
rural site in britain though the excavations did recover a
bronze age beaker burial and small quantities of roman and
iron age pottery the medieval settlement at caldecote was
probably founded in the 10th century and by the time of the
domesday survey there was a church a priest and nine villeins
a moated site was added in the 13th century a century later
caldecote was granted to the abbots of the benedictine
monastery in st albans at a time when there were seventeen
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householders early in the second half of the 14th century the
estate and demesne were subdivided into six farms each
complete with a hall house and two or more barns following
the dissolution of the monastery in 1539 the manor was again
held by an absentee lord and the farms continued to prosper
however the late 16th and early 17th centuries for which
there are several surviving wills and inventories saw their
gradual abandonment after the desertion of caldecote marish
in 1698 caldecote was farmed as a single unit until 1970 when
the estate was attached to that adjoining the manor of
newnham of particular importance from caldecote is the
archaeological evidence for medieval peasant structures the
development of the later medieval domestic plan and the
structural transformation of post medieval period houses
including the insertion of chimneys and second storeys the
medieval and later pottery assemblage is of regional
importance for its size and the range of fabrics represented
the metalwork comprises many objects of personal adornment
household utensils and tools for woodwork agriculture and the
manufacture of textiles other finds include copper alloy
objects both domestic and agricultural whetstones quernstones
mortars and clay pipes although the economy of caldecote was
always dependant on arable farming the faunal remains
elucidate aspects of the medieval diet and details of the
livestock maintained on the holdings correcting the omissions
of traditional history this is a reliable survey of the real
and varied roles played by women in the medieval period
highly recommended choice copyright libri gmbh all rights
reserved
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Life in a Medieval Village 2010-09-07
the reissue of joseph and frances gies s classic bestseller
on life in medieval villages this new reissue of life in a
medieval village by respected historians joseph and frances
gies paints a lively convincing portrait of rural people at
work and at play in the middle ages focusing on the village
of elton in the english east midlands the gieses detail the
agricultural advances that made communal living possible
explain what domestic life was like for serf and lord alike
and describe the central role of the church in maintaining
social harmony though the main focus is on elton c 1300 the
gieses supply enlightening historical context on the origin
development and decline of the european village itself an
invention of the middle ages meticulously researched life in
a medieval village is a remarkable account that illustrates
the captivating world of the middle ages and demonstrates
what it was like to live during a fascinating and often
misunderstood era

Life in a Medieval Village 2003
explains what life was like for the various occupants in a
medieval village

Life in a Medieval Village 1987
step back to an english village in 1255 where life plays out
in dramatic vignettes illuminating twenty two unforgettable
characters winner of the newbery medal maidens monks and
millers sons in these pages readers will meet them all there
s hugo the lord s nephew forced to prove his manhood by
hunting a wild boar sharp tongued nelly who supports her
family by selling live eels and the peasant s daughter mogg
who gets a clever lesson in how to save a cow from a greedy
landlord there s also mud slinging barbary and her noble
victim jack the compassionate half wit alice the singing
shepherdess and many more with a deep appreciation for the
period and a grand affection for both characters and audience
laura amy schlitz creates twenty two riveting portraits and
linguistic gems equally suited to silent reading or
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performance illustrated with pen and ink drawings by robert
byrd inspired by the munich nuremberg manuscript an
illuminated poem from thirteenth century germany this witty
historically accurate and utterly human collection forms an
exquisite bridge to the people and places of medieval england

The Medieval Village 1925
each page contains pieces which children can cut out and glue
to create a medieval village complete with an inn medieval
houses and a village fair as well as the inhabitants
including the lord of the manor innkeeper and pedlars

Living in a Medieval Village 1973-09
history lessons on life in a medieval village

The Medieval Village 1989
some particular books i found useful for a game of thrones
and its sequels deserve mention life in a medieval castle and
life in a medieval city both by joseph and frances gies
george r r martin author of the series a song of ice and fire
medieval history comes alive in joseph and frances gies s
life in a medieval castle used as a research resource by
george r r martin in creating the world of a game of thrones
newly reissued for the first time in decades life in a
medieval castle is the bestselling classic that has
introduced countless readers to the wonders of the middle
ages focusing on a castle called chepstow on the border
between england and wales acclaimed medievalists joseph and
frances gies offer an exquisite portrait of what day to day
life was actually like during the era and of the key role the
castle played the gieses write eloquently about the many
people whose lives revolved around the castle from the lord
and lady to the commoners of the surrounding village we
discover what lords and serfs alike would have worn eaten and
done for leisure the songs sung and the codes of sexual
conduct that maintained order we learn of the essential role
of honor in medieval culture the initiation process
undertaken by knights and how castles attempted to keep the
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constant threats of outside violence at bay exhaustively
researched and as engaging as any novel life in a medieval
castle is the definitive text for anyone wishing to learn
more about this fascinating era

The Medieval Village 1926
daily life in medieval times is a fully illustrated edition
of the classic and popular books of history and anthropology
by frances and joseph gies life in a medieval castle life in
a medieval city and life in a medieval village this book
takes readers into the fascinating world of medieval life
through historic pictures period illustrations and detailed
text that describes everything from castle storming
techniques to villagers hair styles three real medieval
places a castle in chepstow on the welsh border the city of
troyes in the country of champagne and the village of elton
in the english east midlands are the jumping off point for
this thorough exploration of 13th and 14th century life in
europe the authors use recent archeloogical discoveries and
historic and contemporary documents in conjunction with
diagrams and dramatic photographs to give readers a full
understanding of what it was truly like to live 700 years ago

The Medieval Village 1968
starting with a brief outline of the different types of
church buildings in europe from early romanesque to late
gothic this volume describes 15 types of furniture used
inside the church the book is divided into sections by parts
of the church such as the altar tabernacle pulpit screens
fonts statues and the organ kroesen and steensma both
institute for liturgical research u of groningen employ text
and a generous number of color photographs to illuminate life
and faith during the middle ages text is in dutch and english
distributed by the david brown book company annotation 2004
book news inc portland or booknews com

The Medieval Village 1985
sixteen essays reviewing settlement patterns in england wales
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and scotland edited by della hooke

Good Masters! Sweet Ladies! 2015-08-04
illustrations depicting everyday life in the middle ages are
accompanied by brief text

Make This Medieval Village 2009
pictures and text recreate the daily life of an imaginary
medieval village in england

A World Unto Itself 1975
the authors allow medieval man and woman to speak for
themselves through selections from past journals songs even
account books time the authors allow medieval man and woman
to speak for themselves through selections from past journals
songs even account books time the gieses succeed in making a
remote and unfamiliar world accessible kirkus reviews

Life in a Medieval Castle 2015-10-06
summary a drawing of a typical medieval village photographs
of buildings dating from the era and diagrams of the crop
rotation system

Daily Life in Medieval Times 1999-06-01
this is a new release of the original 1925 edition

Middeleeuwse Dorpskerkinterieur 2004
the middle ages saw the rise of feudalism in the european
countryside when most people spent their lives working the
land to feed the growing population across the continent read
about how peasants lived and worked in the medieval village
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Medieval Villages 1985
the varied character of britain s countryside provides
communities with a strong sense of local identity one of the
most significant features of the landscape in southern
britain is the way that its character differs from region to
region with compact villages in the midlands contrasting with
the sprawling hamlets of east anglia and isolated farmsteads
of devon even more remarkable is the very english feel of the
landscape in southern pembrokeshire in the far south west of
wales hoskins described the english landscape as the richest
historical record we possess and in this volume stephen
rippon explores the origins of regional variations in
landscape character arguing that while some landscapes date
back to the centuries either side of the norman conquest
other areas across southern britain underwent a profound
change around the 8th century ad

Deserted Medieval Villages 1989
great medieval projects you can build yourself brings the
middle ages in europe alive through hands on activities for
kids ages 9 12 addressing various aspects of medieval life
this book provides historically accurate details of the
period leading up to the renaissance from monastic life to
castle living villages to towns each section offers a glimpse
into the daily existence of the people who lived in medieval
europe sidebars and fun trivia break up the text readers will
expand their knowledge of this era beyond knights fair
maidens and castles as they learn about siege warfare life in
a medieval village medieval clothing markets and fairs the
plague medieval medicine and the crusades

Life in a Medieval Castle and Village
Coloring Book 1990-12-01
we consider the middle ages barbaric yet the period furnished
some of our most enduring icons including king arthur s round
table knights in shining armor and the idealized noblewoman
in this vivid history of the time the medieval world comes to
life in all its rich daily experience find out what people s
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beds were like how often they washed what they wore what they
cooked how they worked how they entertained themselves how
they wed and what life was like in a medieval village castle
or monastery contemporary artworks and documents further
illuminate this fascinating historical era

When Towns Had Walls 1970
a year in the life of a peasant woman in medieval england is
vividly evoked in this extraordinary portrait of marion a
carpenter s wife and her extended family based on years of
research ann baer brings to life the reality of a world that
has been lost rising before dawn in a tiny village to a day
of gruelling hard work marion and her husband face the daily
struggle for survival starvation is never far away and travel
to the next village is virtually unheard of existing without
soap paper or glass and with only the most basic of tools
sickness fire and natural disaster ever threaten to engulf
the small tightly knit community at the mercy of the weather
and the lord of the manor each equally unpredictable and
inescapable marion s life is burdensome but also displays an
admirable dignity and fortitude in the face of adversity the
little village is at one with the natural world around it and
each member has a role to play and a place in the hierarchy
simple people living unrecorded lives in remote villages not
on the way to anywhere are brought back into focus in
medieval woman ann baer defines and celebrates the woman at
the heart of the community this is a unique approach to
history compressing decades of in depth research on the
middle ages into one single immersive compelling narrative

Life in a Medieval Castle 1979-04-25
recreates the life of the rich and poor family the housewife
businessman doctor scholar clergy artist and writer of the
middle ages with insights into many customs and traditions of
the period

Medieval Village 198?
an introduction to the life of towns and cities in the
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medieval period this book shows how medieval towns grew to
become important centers of trade and liberty beginning with
a look at the roman empire s urban legacy the author delves
into urban planning or lack thereof the urban way of life the
church in the city city government urban crafts and urban
trade health wealth and welfare and the city in history
annotated primary documents like domesday book sketches of
street life and descriptions of fairs and markets bring the
period to life and extended biographical sketches of towns
regions and city dwellers provide readers with valuable
detail in addition 26 maps and illustrations an annotated
bibliography glossary and index round out the work after a
long decline in urban life following the fall of the roman
empire towns became centers of trade and of liberty during
the medieval period here the author describes how as europe
stabilized after centuries of strife commerce and the
commercial class grew and urban areas became an important
source of revenue into royal coffers towns enjoyed various
levels of autonomy and always provided goods and services
unavailable in rural areas hazards abounded in towns though
disease fire crime and other hazards raised mortality rates
in urban environs designed as an introduction to life of
towns and cities in the medieval period eminent historian
norman pounds brings to life the many pleasures rewards and
dangers city dwellers sought and avoided beginning with a
look at the roman empire s urban legacy pounds delves into
urban planning or lack thereof the urban way of life the
church in the city city government urban crafts and urban
trade health wealth and welfare and the city in history
annotated primary documents like domesday book sketches of
street life and descriptions of fairs and markets bring the
period to life and extended biographical sketches of towns
regions and city dwellers provide readers with valuable
detail in addition 26 maps and illustrations an annotated
bibliography glossary and index round out the work

Medieval Village, Manor and Monastery
2013-10
an illuminating look at the monumental inventions of the
middle ages by the authors of life in a medieval castle
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Potters of a Medieval Village in the
Jordan Valley 1975
a magisterial history of the origins reality and legend of
the knight born out of the chaos of the early middle ages the
armored and highly mobile knight revolutionized warfare and
quickly became a mythic figure in history from the knights
templars and english knighthood to the crusades and chivalry
the knight in history by acclaimed medievalist frances gies
bestselling coauthor of life in a medieval castle paints a
remarkable true picture of knighthood exploring the knight s
earliest appearance as an agent of lawless violence his
reemergence as a dynamic social entity his eventual
disappearance from the european stage and his transformation
into western culture s most iconic hero

The Countryside in Medieval Europe
2016-07-15
at just 132 hectares 325 acres the parish of caldecote is one
of the smallest parishes in hertfordshire today the
settlement comprises the manor house until recently
surrounded by a range of traditional farm buildings together
with six labourer s cottages and the church to the north lies
the site of the old rectory and the earthworks of a medieval
settlement in 1973 the department of environment and the
deserted medieval village research group arranged a rescue
excavation to examine the earthworks of the medieval village
before they were levelled and ploughed five crofts the old
rectory site and much of the moated enclosure were
investigated in one of the largest excavations ever conducted
on a later medieval rural site in britain though the
excavations did recover a bronze age beaker burial and small
quantities of roman and iron age pottery the medieval
settlement at caldecote was probably founded in the 10th
century and by the time of the domesday survey there was a
church a priest and nine villeins a moated site was added in
the 13th century a century later caldecote was granted to the
abbots of the benedictine monastery in st albans at a time
when there were seventeen householders early in the second
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half of the 14th century the estate and demesne were
subdivided into six farms each complete with a hall house and
two or more barns following the dissolution of the monastery
in 1539 the manor was again held by an absentee lord and the
farms continued to prosper however the late 16th and early
17th centuries for which there are several surviving wills
and inventories saw their gradual abandonment after the
desertion of caldecote marish in 1698 caldecote was farmed as
a single unit until 1970 when the estate was attached to that
adjoining the manor of newnham of particular importance from
caldecote is the archaeological evidence for medieval peasant
structures the development of the later medieval domestic
plan and the structural transformation of post medieval
period houses including the insertion of chimneys and second
storeys the medieval and later pottery assemblage is of
regional importance for its size and the range of fabrics
represented the metalwork comprises many objects of personal
adornment household utensils and tools for woodwork
agriculture and the manufacture of textiles other finds
include copper alloy objects both domestic and agricultural
whetstones quernstones mortars and clay pipes although the
economy of caldecote was always dependant on arable farming
the faunal remains elucidate aspects of the medieval diet and
details of the livestock maintained on the holdings

Beyond the Medieval Village 2008-11-27
correcting the omissions of traditional history this is a
reliable survey of the real and varied roles played by women
in the medieval period highly recommended choice copyright
libri gmbh all rights reserved

Medieval Village, Manor, and Monastery
1925

Medieval Village, Manor, and Monastery
1996
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Great Medieval Projects 2008-09-01

The Medieval Village 1984-01-01

The Middle Ages 2013

Medieval Woman 2012-12-14

Life in a Medieval City 1969

The Medieval City 2005-04-30

Early Medieval Village in North-eastern
India, A.D. 600-1200 1971

Cathedral, Forge and Waterwheel
1995-01-06

The Knight in History 2011-07-26

Caldecote 2017-12-02

Medieval Villages 1985

Women in the Middle Ages 1980
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The Deserted Medieval Village of
Broadfield, Herts 1974
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